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Preface
This document has been compiled with great care and is believed to be correct at the date of print. The
information in this document is subject to change without notice.

Notice
This documentation is available in English only.

Copyright
No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose without the express written permission of Fritz & Sojka
GbR.

LEEDLab Citation
Note that you should replace version v 1.2 with the identifier for the revision of the program that you actually
use.
LEEDLab 2018 Version v1.2, Falko Sojka and Torsten Fritz, Fritz & Sojka GbR, Apolda Germany, 2019.
Additional Citation Recommendations
In general, we recommend citing the original reference describing the basic ideas of the algorithms used in
LEEDCal 2013 when reporting results obtained by means of our LEED software, as well as giving the citation
for the program(s) itself as mentioned above.
The original literature reference is:
F. Sojka, M. Meissner, C. Zwick, R. Forker, and T. Fritz: "Determination and correction of distortions and
systematic errors in low-energy electron diffraction", Rev. Sci. Instrum. 84, 015111 (2013).
DOI: 10.1063/1.4774110
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1. Introduction
Welcome
Welcome to the LEED image analysis and simulation software LEEDLab. Low energy electron diffraction
(LEED) on epitaxial layers is a powerful tool for the examination of long-range ordering at the interface.
However, LEED can do much more than inspecting surface symmetries! This newly developed software will
allow you to derive very precise lattice parameters of up to 4 lattices in one LEED image. This is done by fitting
a theoretical lattice to the experimental spot positions (LEEDLab__Base license required) which are identified
automatically. This eliminates the subjective influence of the experimenter in defining spot positions, as all
available information in the diffraction pattern is used, yielding a typical accuracy of 1%. Moreover, regarding
the laws of error propagation, the user can define the goal of the optimisation (e.g., lattice parameters vs.
elements of the epitaxial matrix) himself, depending on what one is really interested in, to determine with highest
possible accuracy.
The freeware software LEEDLab (without LEEDLab__Base) can also be used to simulate diffraction patterns
(based on geometric LEED theory), including all symmetry operations (e.g., mirror and rotational domains) and
multiscattering in a very intuitive way.
To get the utmost out of your experiments, it is strongly recommended to analyse only LEED patterns which
have been carefully corrected in terms of geometric distortions. Such correction can be carried out by means of
the free software LEEDCal which is also available from the Fritz & Sojka GbR. We further recommend to
perform a careful calibration of the primary electron energy, as for most LEED devices there will be an offset
between the set acceleration voltage and the true energy of some tenths of volts, in few cases even higher. A
method of energy calibration is described in the paper by F. Sojka, M. Meissner, C. Zwick, R. Forker, and T.
Fritz, "Determination and correction of distortions and systematic errors in low-energy electron diffraction", Rev.
Sci. Instrum. 84, 015111 (2013). DOI: 10.1063/1.4774110
LEEDLab can be used to analyse a LEED pattern obtained by means of any LEED instrument from mainstream
vendors and is compatible with conventional, channel plate, and spot profile analysis LEED instruments.
Further, the software is very beneficial for a similar analysis of Fast Fourier transformed STM and AFM
images to derive epitaxial relations from it.
The LEEDLab software is designed to run on a Windows PC with either Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7,
or Windows XP.

Notice
While LEEDLab 2018 is freeware and can be used for simulations and manual analysis
solely, LEEDLab__Base contains several fit algorithms for quantitative analysis and requires
a fee. Please contact us via email to obtain a license: info@fritz-sojka-gbr.de
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Installation and Optional Licensing of LEEDLab__Base
1.

Visit the LEEDLab download area https://fritz-sojka-gbr.de/leedlab/ on our webpage to download
the software.

2.

Unzip the downloaded file LEEDLab2018-v-1.2.zip to a folder of your choice.

3.

For LEEDLab 2018 the MATLAB Runtime (R2018a (9.4)) 64-bit is required. Download the
MATLAB Runtime from https://fritz-sojka-gbr.de/leedlab/ to a folder of your choice and execute it
using administrator rights. Follow the installations instructions carefully. Use the default
installation path suggested by the installer.

Attention
Note that the MATLAB Runtime required for LEEDLab 2018 is a different one from that
needed for LEEDCal 2013, and that MATLAB Runtimes are not downwards compatible. Do
not attempt to use other than the required runtime library! This runtime is only available as
64-bit version and will not function on an old 32-bit system.

Attention
Differently, for LEEDLab__Base the MATLAB Runtime (R2013a (8.1)) 64-bit, which is also
needed for LEEDCal 2013, is required and can be downloaded as well from https://fritz-sojkagbr.de/leedlab/.

LEEDLab

4.

We recommend that you restart your computer at this point, particularly if you get an error
message "mclmcrrt711.dll not found". Note that this error occurs specifically if you have installed
a different version of the MATLAB runtime by mistake.

5.

Create a folder for the LEEDLab files: "…\Program Files\LEEDLab
Note that the software will later only work fully if all LEEDLab users have writing permissions for
this folder. Otherwise, the ini-file cannot be stored.

6.

Upon unzipping the installation file LEEDLab2018-v-1.2.zip, copy all files and subfolders to the
directory you have just created. We also suggest creating a shortcut to the exe-file either on your
desktop or on your start menu.

7.

Start the software LEEDLab 2018 (v 1.2).exe by double clicking. When you start the software for
the first time and you have not obtained a LEEDLab__Base license yet, a message will pop up,
see Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1.

Missing LEEDLab__Base license error message.

8.

If you are content not to use the several fit algorithms for quantitative analysis contained in
LEEDLab__Base, you may continue by clicking the Continue with the Free Version button. You
can also skip the following steps.

9.

In case you want to obtain a LEEDCal__Base license, click the Create Registry File button. A
new window will pop up (Figure 2)

Figure 2.

Customer Registration Window

10. Fill in the information required. The fields “Uni/Institute/Company”, “Work Group” and “Customer”
are mandatory, while the fields “License No” and “Project No.” are optional and can be left blank
as well. Click the OK button.

LEEDLab
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11. This will create a LEED_Lab.lrf file in the folder where LEEDLab__Base.exe is located, and a
new information window pops up (Figure 3) which you can close by using the OK button within.
The free version of the LEEDLab software will start.

Figure 3.

Information Window

12. Send the LEED_Lab.lrf file to: info@fritz-sojka-gbr.de to request a validated license file.
13. Within a few working days you will receive a license file called LEED_LabL.lrf. Put it into the
folder where LEEDLab__Base.exe and LEEDLab2018 (v 1.2).exe are located.
14. Start the software LEEDLab2018 (v 1.2).exe by double clicking. If everything is installed
correctly, NO window will pop up. Otherwise check that the license file is located in the same
folder as the LEEDLab2018 (v 1.2).exe file. If the error persists, contact the Fritz & Sojka GbR by
sending an email to info@fritz-sojka-gbr.de to discuss the issue.

Attention
After starting the software, first the MATLAB Runtimes will have to be loaded in the
background. Depending on the performance of your computer, this may take up to 1 minute.
In the meantime, nothing is displayed on the screen, and it may appear as if the software will
not start. Be patient, and do NOT double click on the exe-file again!

LEEDLab
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2. Running the Analysis and Simulation Software LEEDLab

Notice
When running LEEDLab for the first time we recommended that you read through all the
steps in detail before starting.

Notice




Image formats that can be handled are png, bmp, gif, and jpg.
Loaded images will appear in grey scale.
Diffraction images must have bright spots on a dark background. If that is not
the case, use the built-in image processing tool ("Edit Image" button) as
described below.

Notice
For training purposes, i.e. for getting used to the new software, we highly recommend using
the DemoImage which is automatically loaded when the program starts.


Start the software by double clicking your desktop icon or the LEEDLab2018 (v
1.2).exe file in the program directory (...program files\LEEDLab).

Attention
After starting the software, first the MATLAB Runtimes will have to be loaded in the
background. Depending on the performance of your computer, this may take up to 1 minute.
In the meantime, nothing is displayed on the screen, and it may appear as if the software will
not start. Be patient, and do NOT double click on the exe-file again!


LEEDLab

Use the Load Image button
or simulation.

in the left upper corner to load an image for analysis
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LEEDLab main screen.

The analysis process runs through a number of steps in a predefined order. Every step needs to be finished
with a click on the Next Step button.

Notice
Useful hints on what to do and explanations of functions will always be displayed in the
information box below the image.

Notice
The actual state can be saved at any time as project file *.soj using the
Save Project button
so that the processing can be continued later at the very same
state after reloading the project using the Load Project button, even when the software was
closed meanwhile.

Built-in Image Processing
If required, the built-in image processing can be applied. Images can be inverted, smoothed and contrast
enhanced by background subtraction. The use is mandatory if the diffraction images do not have white
diffraction spots on dark background. Note that all alterations made affect the data to be analysed directly,
while use of the image display options on the extreme right border of the user interface (see below) results
influence only the visibility of the images but do not affect the data.

LEEDLab
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Figure 5.
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. The following window will appear:

LEEDLab image processing window.



Use the Original Image / Edited Image button to toggle between the original and
the processed image.



Use the Invert Original Image checkbox for contrast inversion of the loaded image.



Use the Median Filter on/off checkbox and select the filter size (default value: 3 x 3
pixels) for smoothing the image and to eliminate pixel errors.



Use the Gaussian Blur on/off checkbox for background subtraction and contrast
enhancement. Two temporary images (foreground / background) will be created to
which the Gaussian Blur algorithm is applied with two different strengths. Finally, the
two images will be subtracted.



Use the Foreground (small) slider to change the blur radius of the foreground
(merely a softening of the image). A value of 0 means no softening.



Use the Background (large) slider to change the blur radius of the background.
Settings should always be larger than for the Foreground (small) slider.



Use the Gamma (n-th root) slider to further adjust the contrast of the resulting
image.



Use the Invert Final Image checkbox to invert the final image. Remember that the
calibration software can only handle bright spots on a dark background.

Fritz & Sojka GbR
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Use the Save Image button to store the displayed (!) image. If you want to save the
processed image make sure it is displayed using the Original Image / Edited Image
button.



Use the Apply button to transfer the displayed image to the main window.



Use the Cancel button to proceed with the original (non-processed) image.

Using the Image Display Options
In order to adjust the visibility of the images to one's personal needs several image display options (buttons and
sliders) are provided. Note that using these buttons does not affect the data itself.
When using the Zoom In button
a crosshairs appears which should be moved to the desired centre of the
zoomed-in image. Finish with a left mouse click; cancel with a right mouse click.
Using the log button
one can switch between logarithmic and linear display of the grey values in order to
enhance the visibility of weak spots. The value in the Cut-Off box is only available in the logarithmic mode and
should be adjusted such that the background appears at an acceptable brightness by cutting off all grey values
which fall below the inserted value before renormalizing the scale between 0 and 1.
A click on the Invert The Image / Background button
inverts the LEED image if one is shown, or the
background of the simulation if no LEED image is displayed. Display of the LEED image can be toggled in the
Display panel at the left on the main screen.
Use the Plot Settings button
separately, see Figure 6b.

to define symbols, colours and line widths for all simulated structures

Use the Save the Simulation / Image button
to either save the currently displayed simulation as vector
graphic (eps-file, including the LEED image) or only the displayed LEED image as affected by the current image
display options (png-file). The respective choice can be made in the pop-up file saving dialog window.
All other functions are self-explanatory.

LEEDLab
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(a) Image display options buttons and sliders, (b) Plot settings window.

Defining Device and Experiment
For a meaningful analysis and/or simulation the parameters of the related device and experiment need to be
specified.

Figure 7.

LEED Device and Experiment panels.

Fill in the numbers characterising the LEED device in the panel LEED-Device on the left of the main screen.

LEEDLab
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The Calibration Factor (in units pix . Å . √(eV)) connects real and reciprocal space
with the primary electron energy. The Calibration Factor can be either obtained by
prior use of the software LEEDCal, or as a result of the analysis of a known structure
by LEEDLab itself (see below). The Calibration Factor CF is defined by
|𝑟 ∗ |[Å−1 ] = 𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 [𝑝𝑖𝑥]

√𝐸0 [𝑒𝑉]
𝐶𝐹 [𝑝𝑖𝑥 ∙ Å ∙ √𝑒𝑉]

where |𝑟 ∗ | is the length of a reciprocal space vector, 𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 is a distance in the
recorded diffraction pattern, and 𝐸0 is the primary electron energy.


The Energetic Offset (in eV) describes the offset between the set acceleration
voltage and the true energy. It is defined by
𝐸0 = 𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑡 + 𝐸𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
If available, also specify the error values of the two parameters. This helps to
determine the accuracy of the lattice parameter calculation in later steps, as these
values will be included in the internal error calculation. If you are unsure about the
errors, just enter zero. Note that in this case the finally calculated error margins for
the lattice constants or matrix elements will be smaller than the true error margins.



Use the Save Device button

to store the device data.



Use the Load Device button

to reload previously stored device data.



Fill in the Beam Energy (in eV) in the panel Experiment.
If available, also specify the error value of the beam energy. This helps to determine
the accuracy of the lattice parameter calculation in later steps, as this value will be
included in the internal error calculation. If you are unsure about the error, just enter
zero. Note that in this case the finally calculated error margins for the lattice
constants or matrix elements will be smaller than the true error margins.

Geometry of Simulation
In the bottom left corner you will find the panel Geometry of Simulation. The parameters defined here can be
used to align the experimental pattern with the simulation.

Notice
Note that the following parameters affect the entire simulation, e.g. all simulated structures,
likewise.

LEEDLab
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Geometry of Simulation panel.

Use the four buttons left, right, up and down to align the centre of the simulation
with the centre of the experimental pattern. Alternatively, you can use the Center
button which provides another three options to align the centres of simulation and
experimental pattern: .................................................................................................
1) The center is equal to the center of the image .......................................................
To use this option, press the Image Center button. .......................................
2) You will define the center per left mouse click. ......................................................
To use this option, press the Mouse Click button. .........................................
3) You will define the center by clicking at least three points lying on a circle whose
center is the center of the pattern. ..............................................................................
To use this option, press the Circle button. The points are chosen by left
mouse clicks, and the operation is finished by a right mouse click.

Notice
When using the circle function, symmetry equivalent spots, e.g. <01> spots, should be
selected.


The number of pixels per step for the buttons is set with the Increment slider or by
numerical input.



The lengths of all vectors can be changed simultaneously using the Scaling of
Vectors slider or numerical input. This will directly affect the vector definitions in the
Simulated Structures (see below).



Use the Rotation slider or numerical input to adjust the orientation of the simulated
pattern.

Notice
Note that the centre of the simulation and the parameter Rotation will also be stored when
Save Device is used.

LEEDLab
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Display Options
Besides the Display panel in the upper left corner which allows the user to select the general content of the
display window, in the bottom right corner you find an array of buttons to manipulate the display appearance.
Before starting the simulation familiarise yourself with the display options.

Figure 9.

Display options buttons.

Notice
Note that these buttons can be used in any step of the analysis.



Use the Spot Info button to obtain information on simulated spots: ..........................
Cross hairs appear which can be moved atop a spot with the mouse. Left-clicks on
spots provides spot-related information in the information box below the image (e.g.
which structure does the spot belong to, diffraction order, which domain does the
spot belong to).Finish spot evaluation with a right mouse click.



Use the Marker button
to add markers to the displayed content (available only
in the LEED view, see below). ...................................................................................
By using the button for the first time, you can choose the option Add Markers. Use
the keys A and D to switch between the add and the delete mode. Cross hairs appear
which can be moved to the desired position. Click the left mouse button to add or
delete a marker. With the keys Q, W, or E the form of the next marker can be altered.
Click right mouse button to finish. ...............................................................................
By using the Marker button
when markers are already set, the option additional
options Hide Markers or Show Markers and Clear All Markers are available.

LEEDLab



Use the Real / LEED buttons to toggle between viewing the current simulation in
either real or reciprocal space.



Use the Pre. Par. button for an overview of all predefined parameters affecting the
simulation (parameter changes not recommended for beginners).

Fritz & Sojka GbR
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Saving and Loading a Project
The actual state can be saved at any time as project file *.soj using the Save Project button
in upper left corner so that the processing can be continued later at the very same state after
reloading the project using the Load Project button
, even when the software was closed
meanwhile. A project file contains the full set of parameters and settings.
It is highly recommended to use the Save Project functionality especially in the later steps of the
analysis using different names for project files in the single steps so that the analysis can be
repeated later on from any previous step, if required.

LEEDLab
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3. Procedures
Step 1 Simulating up to Four Structures

Notice
Before starting the simulations, make sure the checkbox Lattice Simulation in the Display
panel in the upper left corner is checked.

Notice
By simulating the structures you should achieve a sufficient congruence between the
simulated lattice(s) and the image loaded. However, a perfect alignment is not required here
as in the next step the spot positions will be identified automatically and the theoretical
lattice(s) will be fit to those.
General Remarks
Up to four different structures can be simulated simultaneously.
As only geometric LEED theory is used, it is not required that the different structures are on top of each other
(phase segregated different domains can be modelled as well), nor does the order of definition plays a role.
However, as will be explained later, the i th structure can be simulated regarding any structure with lower index
number as reference structure. Therefore, if the experimental pattern comprises LEED spots from the substrate
we recommended that you use Structure 1 to define the substrate's lattice.
All lattices are defined in real units in 2D, i.e. angstroms (Å) for lattice vectors and degrees (°) for the angle
between vector 1 and 2.
All structures can be saved (lattice parameters [*.sim files] or the epitaxial matrices [*.emm files]) and reloaded
independently by using the respective buttons Save Structure

and Load Structure

.

Decide whether or not a defined structure is shown in the display window using the related checkboxes. The
highest displayed orders of the unit cell (UC) can be set by numerical input (0 to 9).

Figure 10.

Simulation structure display controls.

To ease the simulation, in all numerical input fields in the Main Screen displayed during Step 1 also
mathematical operations can be used. Allowed operators are:

LEEDLab
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Function
addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
square-root
multiply with
square-root
divide by squareroot

Operator
+, p
-, m
*, x
/, :
sqrt, w, r
xsqrt, xw, xr,
*sqrt, *w, *r
/sqrt, :sqrt,
/w, :w,
/r, :r

Examples with result 12
8+4
15-3
3x4
24/2
w144
3*r16
48/w16

For all operations at least two different operators are given which can be used to one's personal preference.
As assistance in choosing meaningful values for numerical inputs of lattice parameters the fields can adopt
different colours. The hints given by the colours, i.e., pointing toward a negative lattice angle, can be ignored
without falsification of the results. Coloured fields will appear if a certain convention in defining the lattices is not
met. However, as this convention cannot always be met entirely, there are cases where coloured field are
unavoidable by the user. Red fields point towards more serious violations than orange fields. Least important
violations are marked yellow.
The lattice convention used is as follows, with the most important issues mentioned first and the least important
ones mentioned last:
1. The angle Gamma between the two lattice vectors shall be positive (violation: field marked red).
2. The angle Gamma between the two lattice vectors shall be larger than 90° (violation: field marked
orange).
3. The length of the second lattice vector shall be larger than the length of the first (violation: field marked
orange).
4. The angle between the mirror plane and lattice vector 1 of the reference structure shall be zero
(violation: field marked red), except in those cases where the angle is a multiple of the substrate lattice
angle itself (violation: field marked yellow).
5. The absolute amount of the angle between lattice vector 1 of the structure and lattice vector 1 of the
reference structure shall be smaller than half the lattice angle Gamma of the structure itself (violation:
field marked orange).
6. The angle between lattice vector 1 of the structure and lattice vector 1 of the reference structure shall
be positive (violation: field marked yellow).
7. The number of rotational domains shall be 1, 3, or 4, since a 2-fold (6-fold) rotational symmetric
structure will produce the same diffraction spots as a 1-fold (3-fold) rotational symmetric structure.
(violations: for numbers 2 and 6 field marked yellow, otherwise field marked red).
Here, "reference structure" refers to either the substrate or the directly underlying structure.

Notice
Only the structures that are ticked (i.e. displayed) will be considered for the analysis in the
next step.

LEEDLab
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Defining the Lattices
Since Structure 1 is regarded as a reference structure, the definition of this lattice is different from the other
structures and we shall discuss it first.

Figure 11.

LEEDLab

Definition panel for Structure 1.



Initially define the two 2D lattice vectors in the upper part of the panel. Only the
lengths of the two vectors and the angle in-between have to be specified. No
absolute coordinates are necessary.



Besides the numerical input, the two lattice vectors can be set by using the mouse.
First, click the Arrow button
, then move the crosshairs to the first spot to be
used as end point of the reciprocal lattice vector 1. Left Click sets the vector. Repeat
procedure for vector 2.



Next, you can specify the number of rotational domains by numerical input in the field
No. of Rot. Domains. At least one domain is necessary.



If you know that your structure has a mirror symmetry you can specify the angle
between the mirror plane and vector 1 of the current structure 1 by inserting a floating
point number to the field Angle between Mirror Plane and … or using the respective
slider. The angle to use here is half the angle between vector 1 and the mirrored
vector 1. Make sure to check the checkbox on/off appropriately.

Fritz & Sojka GbR
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Notice
Under certain conditions it can happen that the mirrored lattice points are exactly on top of
the spots of the primary lattice, so no new spots are to be seen in the image. However, by
using the Spot Info button (see above) you will see that mirrored spots are indeed present.


If the lattice to be simulated contains glide symmetry (which leads to the extinction
of certain spots) you can use the Glide Plane checkboxes to define glide plane(s)
parallel to either vector 1, vector 2, or both.



In the Geometry section of the definition panel use the slider or the numerical input
field Angle to X [°] to define a rotation angle for the entire structure with respect to
the (rotated) x-axis. This option should be used with care, and usually the value 0
should remain here. Only in cases where a structure with a higher number, e.g., 3,
is saved and reloaded afterwards as structure 1, this option is necessary.

Figure 12.

Definition panels for Structures 2, 3 and 4.

For the remaining three structures Structure 2, 3 and 4 you have more options (cmp. Figure 12):

LEEDLab



Mirror Plane: In addition to defining the mirror symmetry within the actual structure
you can also define it with respect to vector 1 of another structure with lower index
(compare next item). This is useful in case of epitaxial layers where the mirror
symmetry is often induced by the substrate (or underlying layer). Making use of such
definitions can increase the accuracy of the fitting results in the next step.



Instead of defining the lattice vectors in absolute units you can alternatively define
them by providing an Epitaxial Matrix which you can define with respect to any other
lattice with a lower structure index by selecting With respect to… The choice made
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here directly affects the alternative definition of the mirror plane (see above) and the
reference for the rotation angle in the Geometry subpanel (see below).

Notice
If you change the index of the reference structure the epitaxial matrix will change, but not the
lattice definition of the actual structure. With this you can check easily the epitaxial relation to
any other previously defined structures.

Notice
Note that the lattice definitions via absolute values and via epitaxial matrix are interconnected.
Changing numbers in the vector definition area will automatically change the numbers of the
matrix and vice versa.

Notice
Non-physical matrix values (linearly dependent rows) will result in an error message.

Figure 13.


Definition panel for Multiscattering.

If multiscattering needs to be included, check the respective checkbox and click the
Multiscattering button. A new window will pop up (Figure 13).
First, select with which underlying structure multiscattering occurs. On default, the
option Same As Epitaxial Relation is on, which links the appropriate structure for
multiscattering with the reference structure given in the epitaxial matrix definition
section. If the latter is changed, the reference structure for multiscattering will change
accordingly without the need to open the multiscattering menu again. Alternatively,
you can choose a structure by yourself, what automatically deselects the Same As
Epitaxial Relation option to break the link between epitaxial relation and
multiscattering reference. If, however, the reference structure for multiple scattering
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is not the same as the reference structure for the epitaxial relation, the respective
menu line will be highlighted in orange.
Second, set the order up to which multiscattering spots are displayed in the first
numerical input field. Note that due to the limitations of geometric scattering theory
this number needs to be defined manually.
Third, define up to which order multiscattering within the actual structure occurs in
the second numerical input field (integers only).
Check symmetrically cut for circular symmetric multiscattering. This is particularly
useful for hexagonal lattices.
Click apply to accept the set values and return to the definition panel.

Notice
Try to simulate the provided DemoImage of epitaxial graphene on SiC by defining Structure
1 as a hexagonal SiC(0001) lattice and Structure 2 as graphene. Then use multiscattering
between Structure 2 and Structure 1 up to 3rd order.


In the Geometry section of the definition panel use the slider or the numerical input
field to define a rotation angle for the entire structure with respect to a structure with
lower index (as selected at With respect to…).



Next to the Save Structure and Load Structure buttons is a set of four Symmetry
Operation buttons. The can be used to produce mirror domains without changing
the simulated LEED pattern, if mirror planes are checked (see above: Mirror Plane).
However, the epitaxial matrix will change. This function is useful to find the correct
epitaxial relation, e.g., with respect to a certain mirror domain of an underlying
structure. The four buttons should be used in a trial-and-error fashion.



Using the Matrix Opertation button
one can vary the structure using matrix
operations. This is especially useful when defined symmetry operations are required.

Once you are satisfied with the simulation of the experimental pattern click the Next Step button in the lower
right corner to proceed to the next step. If necessary you can go back using the Previous Step button of the
next step window.

Step 2 Defining the Spot Search Parameters
In this step you will define the parameters for the spot search in the experimental LEED pattern. You will not be
able to change the device/experiment settings or the simulation parameters. If required, use the Previous Step
button to go one step back.

Notice
In this step, the search areas for the automatic spot identification are pre-selected to save
computing time later on. Pre-selection is not too critical, as everything can still be corrected
in the following step.
The screen at the beginning of this step will look as shown below:
LEEDLab
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Figure 14.

LEEDLab screen at step 2.

Notice
Parameters for the spot search can only be selected for the structures ticked in the previous
step. Structures unused so far are greyed out and cannot be selected in this step.
For all selected structures the menu is identical and will look as shown below.

Figure 15.

LEEDLab

Definition panel for Fit Options and Fit Area Selection.
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Notice
Note that Fit Options and Fit Area Selection parameters can be selected for each structure
separately, or can be applied for all structures simultaneously by selecting the respective
checkbox right above the shown panel.

Notice
While Fit Options will directly affect the result of the automatic spot identification in the next
step, Fit Area Selection parameters are used only for spot pre-selection.


Tick the Correlation Search checkbox only if no sufficient alignment between
simulated and measured spots can be obtained otherwise. This uses a different
search algorithm which is more time consuming.



Tick the Background Correction checkbox to include a (skewed) background plane
in the spot fit.



Use the Width of the Fit Area [px] input field to adjust the size of the fit area such
that all spots are covered. Centres of the areas are the simulated spot positions from
the previous simulation step or, if Correlation Search is ticked, the preliminary spot
position found by it.

Attention
Oversized areas will result in long calculation times in the next step. Also, search areas
should not overlap.


Use the Show Fit Area checkbox in the Display panel (left upper side) to display
the actual area size.



Fit Area Selection: two parameters allow eliminating search areas where no
experimental spots are found, i.e., outside the active LEED screen area.
Use the Mean Value (LB) input field to define a lower bound for the mean value of
the grey scale values in the little coloured boxes. Tip: A higher value will exclude
spots, while lowering the value will increase the number of experimental spots
considered.
Use the Std. Dev. [%] (LB) input field to define a lower bound for the standard
deviation of the grey scale values in the little coloured boxes. Tip: A higher value will
exclude spots, while lowering the value will increase the number of experimental
spots considered

Those spots that cannot be removed by adjusting the above parameters can be removed manually using the
two buttons in the lowest subpanel Fit Area Selection (discrete):


LEEDLab

Click the Remove Spot button and use the cross hairs to select a spot. Click the left
mouse button to remove the spot. If the selected position is occupied with several
spots you will be alerted with a warning sound. Continue with removing the next spot
if you wish. Click the right mouse button to finish spot removal.
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Use the Undo Spot Removal button to undo false removals. With every click on this
button one box removal will be undone in reverse order of deletion.

Once you are satisfied with defining the fit options click the Next Step button in the lower right corner. If
necessary you can go back using the Previous Step button of the next step window.

Step 3 Finding the Spot Positions in the Experimental LEED Pattern
In this step the experimental spot positions near simulated ones will be automatically and objectively
determined. You will not be able to change the device/experiment settings or the simulation parameters. If
required, use the Previous Step button to go back.
Right at the beginning of this step the spot positions in the experimental LEED pattern are identified in the
previously defined search areas. While doing so, a wait bar will pop up.
Afterwards, the screen will look as shown below:

Figure 16.

LEEDLab screen at step 3.

Use the different buttons and checkboxes to control the spot finding process, evaluate its results, and still delete
or add new spots, separately for each structure.

Attention
All spots that remain after this step will be used for the lattice calculations. Therefore, the
care taken in this step determines the quality of the result you will get in the end.
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Notice
Note that parameters and options must be selected for each structure separately. We
therefore recommend that you check/uncheck each structure alternately for adjustment.
For all selected simulated structures the menus are identical and will look as shown in figure 17 on page 27.
In the upper part of the panel global selection criteria are set. By default, all checkboxes are ticked. By removing
single ticks you can evaluate which spots are sorted out by which criteria. The meaning of the criteria is as
follows:


Spot Out Of Fit Region excludes spots that are found outside the fit area.



Spot Too Far Off excludes spots that are found too far off the start position (given
by the manual simulation) of the spot search.

Notice
It is not recommended to uncheck these two criteria.

Figure 17.

LEEDLab

Definition panel for the final spot selection.



Half Width < 2 pix excludes spots when the fit result of the FWHM is less than
2 pixels.



Position Error > 1 pix excludes spots when the statistic error of the spot position
found (fit result) is more than 1 pixel.



Gauss Amplitude Too Small excludes spots when the amplitude resulting from the
fit is too small compared to the amplitude of the majority of the other spots found.



Gauss Width Too Small excludes spots when the FWHM resulting from the fit is
too small compared to the widths of the majority of the other spots found.
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Gauss Width Too Large excludes spots when the FWHM resulting from the fit is
too large compared to the widths of the majority of the other spots found.



Background Offset < -20% excludes spots which have a too large negative
background offset.

In the lower part of the panel buttons for the manual adjustment are provided:


Click the Remove Spot button and use the cross hairs to select a spot. Click the left
mouse button to remove the spot. If the selected position is occupied with several
spots you will be alerted with a warning sound. Continue with removing the next spot
if you wish. Click the right mouse button to finish spot removal.



Use the Undo Spot Removal button to undo false removals. With every click on this
button one box removal will be undone in reverse order of deletion.



Click the Add Spot button and use the cross hairs to select an experimental spot.
Click the left mouse button to add a spot.

To ease the operation, one can switch at any time while the cross hairs are shown between the
different modes by using the keys A (Add Spot Mode), D (Delete Spot Mode), and additionally W
(Manual Add Mode). The difference to the Add Spot Mode is that a spot can be added manually
without an automatically found experimental spot at that position, which could be useful in cases
where a spot was not found automatically. Use with care!
With key S the display of the simulation can be toggled.

Notice
The correct spot position will be found by the program applying the Fit Options defined below
and assigned to the corresponding theoretical lattice point. Therefore, the click position itself
is only of minor importance. In cases where the program cannot find or assign a spot it will
issue an error sound.
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There are a few cases where the assignment of a spot position to the corresponding theoretical lattice point is
ambiguous because at least two non-identical theoretical lattice points could be assigned. In this case a new
window called LEEDLab_Add_Spot will pop up (see figure below).

Figure 18.

Window LEEDLab_Add_Spot.



On the right hand side, a zoomed-in fraction of the experimental LEED pattern is
displayed. The zoom factor can be adjusted using the "+" or "-" buttons on the far
right. The red dot indicates the spot position found, while the theoretical lattice points
in question are drawn according to the plot options.



Click the Choose by Clicking button and select one of the possible theoretical spots
in the image with the cross hairs. Click the left mouse button to choose. A right mouse
click will end the action. Information on the selected spot (or spots, if it is a multiply
occupied position) is provided in the information box.



Alternatively, assign a theoretical spot by selecting it from the drop-down list. If
some of the displayed theoretical spot positions in the image are multiple spots, the
drop-down list shows more items than symbols are in the image.



Use the Apply button to bring the chosen assignment into effect and close the
window.



Use the Select All button to assign all theoretical spot positions to the one
experimental spot position found and close the window.



Use the Cancel button to close the window without any assignments. In this case,
no spot will be added.

Notice
If you want to assign more than one but not all different theoretical spots to the experimental
spot position: do the first assignment, click Apply and repeat adding spots by clicking on the
same experimental spot as before in the main display window. If there is only one other option
left, it will be assigned automatically without popping up of the window LEEDLab_Add_Spot.
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To alert you when a multiple occupied position is created the program will issue a high tone. Continue if you
wish with the next spot to be added. Click the right mouse button to finish the spot adding. Erroneously added
spots can be removed by using the Delete Spot Mode.

Notice
In contrast to the Spot Selection Criteria which work for the selected structure only, the
manual removal or adding of spots is possible for all structures displayed.
You can also change the Fit Options by selecting one or two of the checkboxes Correlation Search and/or
Background Correction. This applies to the Add Spot function only.

Figure 19.

Display options in Step 3.

In the Display panel different display options can be selected:


LEED Image on/off.



Lattice Simulation on/off. Use the Spots Found option to display the results of the
spot search including the manual corrections performed, i.e., all experimental spot
positions which are available for the lattice fit. Alternatively, you can use the Spot
Finding Process option to display three steps of the spot finding process: yellow
dots mark the start positions, blue spots indicate the centres of the fit areas, and red
dots show the positions found. These colours apply across the structures, regardless
of the colours defined for the separate structures. The Show Markers checkbox will
change the appearance of the Markers one can add or clear using the Markers
button



.

Initial Lattice Sim. on/off displays/hides the initial manual lattice simulation which
was done before the spot positions were fitted.

Once you are satisfied with the identified spot positions proceed with the Next Step button in the lower right
corner. Note that you can go back using the Previous Step button in the next screen.

Step 4 Defining the Lattice Fit Procedure and Fitting the Lattice
In this step the lattice fit will be finally performed. The multitude of different fit functions which can be used for
getting the analysis done will be introduced. If required, use the Previous Step button to go back.
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In all different fit functions the deviation between the coordinates of the theoretical lattice points and the spot
positions found in the image will be minimised following a least square scheme. However, different functions
vary different parameters in the optimisation process. The error margins displayed for the optimised parameters
are calculated from statistical errors of the fit itself (68% confidence level) and from errors of the Calibration
Factor and Energetic Offset of the device parameters (if provided, see Section Defining Device and
Experiment).
At the beginning of this step a new window will pop up and the screen will look as shown below:

Figure 20.

LEEDLab screen at step 4.

In the new window the Lattice Fit Options need to be defined (see below). Greyed out options/structures are
not available. Available Fit Functions are displayed in blue, with different shades of blue indicating different
groups of functions.
In the Fitting Lattice to … section select the structure to be used for the analysis. Greyed out structures have
not been defined in the first step and therefore cannot be used here.
Throughout this section the substrate is assumed to be well-known. Consequently, if the substrate is optimized,
not the lattice parameters itself but the substrate simulation is varied.

Notice
For Structure 1 (reference structure, see also page 20) the fit functions related to epitaxy or
a substrate cannot be selected (see figure 20 on page 31).
If the selected structure has a too few spots for the analysis an error message will pop up
and you need to select a different structure.

The options under Use Fit Functions for … are explained below.
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Figure 21.

LEEDLab

Definition panel for the Lattice Fit Options.



Calibration Factor: This is the only fit option which can be used to determine device
parameters. It requires that the lattice structure used is precisely known. The
following parameters are optimised:
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 absolute rotation angle of the lattice simulation
 the calibration factor.



Lattice Parameters: This option optimises the lattice parameters listed below,
without further restrictions. Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 angle between vector 1 of the structure to be fitted and vector 1 of the
substrate, or, in case of structure 1, the absolute rotation angle
 length of vector 1
 length of vector 2
 angle Gamma between the vectors 1 and 2
 angle between vector 1 of the structure to be fitted and the mirror plane,
if a mirror plane was defined.



Lattice Parameters (optim. Substrate Rotation): This option basically optimises
the same lattice parameters as listed above. However, the fit of the mirror angle is
done in a different way: the substrate rotation is varied while the angle between the
mirror plane and the substrate structure is kept fixed. ...............................................
This option is recommended if a mirror plane was defined. It will usually give more
precise results than the previous option.



Lattice Parameters (optim. Substrate Rotation and Scaling): This option
basically optimises the same lattice parameters as listed above. However,
additionally the substrate scaling is optimized. ...........................................................
This option is recommended if multiscattering spots are present. Then, the highest
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accuracy is obtained since due to the additional scaling of the substrate the scaling
uncertainty of the LEED image, contained in the independently determined
calibration factor and the energy error, can be overcome.

LEEDLab



Lattice Parameters (Gamma and Ratio fixed): This optimises the lattice
parameters listed below while both, the ratio between the lengths of vector 1 and
vector 2 as well as the angle Gamma between the vectors 1 and 2 are kept constant
as additional constraints. This option is especially useful if the symmetry of the
structure to be fitted is precisely known but not the lattice constant(s).......................
Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 angle between vector 1 of the structure to be fitted and vector 1 of the
substrate, or, in case of structure 1, the absolute rotation angle
 length of vector 1 (length of vector 2 varies in correspondence with the
fixed ratio).



Epitaxy Matrix (Substrate Rotation fixed): This function optimises the four
elements of the epitaxial matrix. Note that the lattice parameters of the reference
structure are kept fixed (the reference structure is used to calculate the epitaxial
matrix and was defined in the lattice simulation step by With respect to…, see
figure 12 on page 21). Furthermore, the absolute rotation angle of the lattice
simulation is kept constant as additional constraint. That means that the absolute
angle obtained in the manual simulation of the reference structure (regarded as
substrate) will be used. Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 the four elements of the epitaxial matrix.



Epitaxy Matrix (optim. Substrate Rotation): In contrast to the previous item, here
the four elements of the epitaxial matrix and the absolute angle of the reference
structure (regarded as substrate) are optimised. While this leads to higher accuracy
in general, it is only feasible if at least one mirror plane or multiscattering is present
(see Section Defining the Lattices). If attempted otherwise, the program will issue
a warning in a pop-up window. However, the software only checks whether a mirror
plane is defined or multiscattering is switched on, not if the number of respective
spots is sufficient. Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 absolute rotation angle of the lattice simulation
 the four elements of the epitaxial matrix.



Epitaxy Matrix (optim. Substr. Rotation and Scaling): Here, not only the four
elements of the epitaxial matrix and the absolute angle of the reference structure
(regarded as substrate) but also the scaling of the reference structure are optimised.
While this leads to the highest possible accuracy in general, it is only feasible if
multiscattering is present (see Section Defining the Lattices). If attempted
otherwise, the program will issue a warning in a pop-up window. However, the
software only checks whether multiscattering is switched on, not if the number of
multiscattering spots is sufficient. Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 absolute rotation angle of the lattice simulation
 scaling the reference structure
 the four elements of the epitaxial matrix.



Epitaxy Matrix (opt. Rot., var. Sub. and fixed Ads.): Here, the role of adsorbate
and substrate are inverted. That means that the adsorbate simulation is fixed but the
substrate simulation is varied. This fitting function is especially useful for the analysis
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of Fourier transformed scanning microscopy images of periodic structures. As those
images are usually prone to distortions (i.e., shear), the correct epitaxial matrix can
only be obtained if the substrate simulation is distorted away from the ideal case.
This function optimises the four elements of the epitaxial matrix and the absolute
angle of the simulation. Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 absolute rotation angle of the lattice simulation
 the four elements of the epitaxial matrix.


Epitaxy Matrix (var. Sub. and var. Ads.): Like the previous function, this fitting
function is useful for the analysis of Fourier transformed scanning microscopy
images of periodic structures, especially in cases where a sufficiently large number
of moiré spots (corresponding to multiscattering spots) is available for the fit so that
both structures can be determined simultaneously. This function optimises the four
elements of the epitaxial matrix and the lattice parameters of the adsorbate.
Optimised parameters are
 centre of the simulated lattice, i.e. x- and y-position
 lattice parameters of the (distorted) adsorbate lattice
 the four elements of the epitaxial matrix.

The selected fit function can be activated by clicking the Apply button. The results are calculated and stored in
both a txt-file (semicolon separated) and an xls-file, located in a folder to be specified. The default names of the
two files are protocol_<image name>.*.

Notice
If you chose an existing *.xls-file in the file saving dialog, the current fit results will be
appended to the results contained in the file already, not replacing the existing file, despite
the Windows warning "File exists. Do you want to replace it?". This is especially useful if
different fit functions are applied to one image, to avoid scattered data files.

Notice
If the files are still open from a previous session you will get an error message in a pop-up
window. In this case you can either close the files and click OK, try now! or click Skip that!
to proceed without saving data to files.
The same error message will pop up if you are working with the internal DemoImage.
However, in this case no results can be stored at all. The only option you have is pressing
the Skip that! button.
If you click the Cancel button, the LEEDLab_LFO window will be closed without performing any calculations
and the program goes back to the previous step.
Before the file is saved, the user is asked if he wants to leave a comment behind.This comment will be stored
in the xls-file next to the results.
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4. Display of the Results
The results of the calculation are displayed in the main window, see figure below (example: fit function Epitaxy
Matrix (Substrate Rotation fixed) applied to Structure 2).

Figure 22.

Main screen displaying the results (example: fit function Epitaxy Matrix
(Substrate Rotation fixed) applied to Structure 2).

The content of the result panel depends on the selected fit function. Optimised parameters are highlighted using
the background colour light purple. The different panel variants are shown in figure 24 on page 37.
Below the result panel five buttons allow further actions:

LEEDLab



Save Structure Found button
(not available in case of fit option Calibration
Factor): Similar to the function Save Structure in Step 1, but now the resulting
structure is saved for later use. Note that errors are not stored in the structure *.simfile.



Save Device Parameters button
: Similarly, the Calibration Factor (with error),
the absolute device angle, and the centre of the pattern can be stored in a *.dev-file.
For each parameter the optimized value will be stored if it is available (e.g., the centre
of the pattern will always be optimized), otherwise the predefined values are stored.



Save Project button
and Load Project button
: The actual state can be
saved at any time as project file *.soj so that the processing can be continued later
at the very same state after reloading the project even when the software was closed
meanwhile. A project file contains the full set of parameters and settings.
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Open Fit Results
: Provided the *.xls file extension is linked to software
on your computer, LEEDLab will invoke that software and open the
protocol_<image name>.xls file in it. Otherwise, an error message pops up.

In this final step the Display panel is arranged below the result panel at the right side and
provides different options:

Figure 23.

Display options in Step 4.



LEED Image on/off.



Lattice Simulation on/off. Use the Spots Found option to display the results of the
spot search including the manual corrections performed, i.e., all experimental spot
positions which are available for the lattice fit. Residua in Image plots the
experimental spot positions previously determined (as Spots Found), overlaid with
the optimised lattice of the respective structure, and the deviations (residuals)
between both, magnified by a factor you can set. Alternatively, you can use the Spot
Finding Process option to display three steps of the spot finding process: yellow
dots mark the start positions, blue spots indicate the centres of the fit areas, and red
dots show the positions found. These colours apply across the structures, regardless
of the colours defined for the separate structures. The option Structure Fitted
displays the optimised lattice of the respective structure.



Initial Lattice Sim. on/off displays/hides the initial manual lattice simulation before
the spot positions were fitted.

Notice
It is highly recommended to use the Residua in Image option to evaluate the analysis. If the
residual vectors are not distributed randomly but systematically, there will be a systematic
fault in your analysis. Likewise, the occurrence of single extraordinarily large residuals hints
towards a faulty determination of spot positions. Then use the Prev. Step button to refine
these positions.

Notice
Note that all display options explained in the Section Display Options can be used as well,
except the button Real Space.
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Calibration Factor

Lattice Parameters (Gamma
and Ratio fixed)

Epitaxy Matrix (optim. Substr.
Rotation and Scaling)

Lattice Parameters
or
Lattice Parameters (optim.
Substrate Rotation)

Lattice Parameters (optim.
Substrate Rotation and
Scaling)

Epitaxy Matrix (Substrate
Rotation fixed)
or Epitaxy Matrix (optim.
Substrate Rotation)

Figure 24.

Result panels for all different fit options (in order as explained in step 4).

If you wish to perform a different analysis on the same pattern you can use the Previous Step button. This also
offers the option to apply different fit functions to the previously defined problem, e.g., fitting the lattice
parameters first and then the epitaxial matrix. To do so, click the Previous Step button and then the Next Step
button to pop up the LEEDLab_LFO window with the Fit Options.
Alternatively, click the Finish button to close the program.
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